
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Payment preferences for general purchases
•• Digital payment method usage
•• Payment preferences for specific purchase types
•• Attitudes and behaviors toward financing options
•• Online and mobile payment behaviors
•• Consumer attitudes toward payments

The increased cost of revolving credit card balances has led to the surprising
resurgence of cash as a payment preference. Inflation has forced many
consumers to charge purchases to their cards, accepting more debt than they
would like to in order to cope with rising prices. This has led to an increased
preference for cash and cash equivalent payment methods that allow for
easier budgeting and more stress-free purchases.

The persistence of inflation will continue to drive young consumers away from
debt-bearing products, incentivizing usage of debit cards and cash for
everyday purchases. Credit card issuers will tout introductory rates on
purchases and balance transfers to provide budget-squeezed consumers
breathing room to maneuver their existing balances and ongoing payments.

The rising adoption of digital payment systems is a threat to established
payment methods, especially as P2P competitors expand their ecosystems to
compete more directly against debit and credit card payments. Consumers’
appetite for digital payments continues to expand rather than consolidate,
broadening the competitive landscape.

The recent decline in preference to use credit cards provides a strong
opportunity for rival payment methods whose value aligns more with
convenience than rewards. The current priority toward savings and debt
management is driving consumers toward payment methods that feel
responsible and not vulnerable to overspending. This attitude may drive
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adoption of debit cards to better monitor spending patterns and steer clear of
costly debt.
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• What you need to know
• This Report looks at the following areas
• Definition
• Market context

• Top takeaways
• Consumer trends
• Cash makes a comeback

Figure 1: General payment preference by year, 2019-2023
• Cash App surpasses Venmo and Zelle

Figure 2: Digital payment usage by year, 2019-2023
• Gen Z’s preferences are flexible, with digital options

gaining traction
Figure 3: Gen Z payment preferences, 2023

• Competitive strategies
• Credit score is a recurring theme across multiple payment

types
Figure 4: Perpay BNPL paid Facebook ad, 2023

• Credit cards embrace balance transfers to allay debt
concerns
Figure 5: Share of credit card acquisition offers containing an
introductory APR on balance transfers, 2020-23

• Market predictions
Figure 6: Payment preferences category outlook, 2023-28

• Opportunities
• Rewards debit cards can offer value without risk
• Banking apps must improve budgeting tools
• Mobile wallet adoption can catalyze niche products

• Share of cash payments stabilized
Figure 7: Share of payment instrument use for all payments, by
year, 2016-2021

• In-person purchases rebounded after pandemic
Figure 8: Share of purchases/P2P payment made in-person
versus online or remote, 2016-21

• Online card payments surpassed in-person in total value
Figure 9: Share of card payment by value, through in-person
and remote channels, 2015-20

• Credit card originations remain strong
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Figure 10: Number of open credit card accounts, Q4 2012-Q4
2022

• Young consumers are most vulnerable to credit card
delinquency
Figure 11: Quarterly transition into serious delinquency (90+
days) for credit cards by age, 2015-23

• Credit card balances are rising
Figure 12: Credit card debt balance, 2017-22

• Personal Savings Rate sits below 5%
Figure 13: Personal Savings Rate, 2015-23

• Consumer Price Index is cooling, but is still elevated
Figure 14: Year-over-year change in Consumer Price Index,
2015-23

• Cash App spotlights its Cash Card
Figure 15: Cash App cash card online video ad, 2023

• Perpay focuses on credit score through BNPL
Figure 16: Perpay buy now, pay later paid Facebook ad,
2023

• Fintech Extra introduced new TV ads for its credit-debit
hybrid
Figure 17: Extra Card national TV ad, 2023

• Zelle portrays cash as scary in national TV ads
Figure 18: Zelle national TV ad, 2023

• Credit cards are the most preferred payment method
Figure 19: Payment preferences, 2023

• Credit card popularity declines while cash and debit surge
Figure 20: General payment preference by year, 2019-23

• Cash preference rose across all generations
Figure 21: Cash as top payment preference, by generation,
2021 vs 2023

• Gen Z has the broadest preferences, signaling opportunity
Figure 22: Gen Z payment preferences, 2023

• Cash App became the second most popular digital
payment method
Figure 23: Digital payment usage, 2023

MARKET DRIVERS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

PAYMENTS PREFERENCES – FAST FACTS
PREFERRED PAYMENT METHODS

DIGITAL PAYMENT METHOD USAGE
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• More than half of Black consumers used Cash App in the
past year
Figure 24: Digital payment usage, by race and Hispanic
origin, 2023

• Cash App accelerated growth while Zelle stagnated
Figure 25: Digital payment usage by year, 2019-23

• Gen Z continue to embrace more digital payment methods
Figure 26: Gen Z digital payment usage by year, 2021-23
Figure 27: Number of online or mobile payment systems used,
by generation, 2023

• Credit cards lead among large and online purchases
Figure 28: Payment method by purchase type, 2023

• Young consumers lean toward debit cards and PayPal on
their phones
Figure 29: Payment preference for making online purchases
from a mobile device, by generation, 2023

• Older consumers growing to prefer charging large
purchases
Figure 30: Large purchases payment preference by
generation, 2023

• More than one in five consumers have used BNPL through a
retailer
Figure 31: Attitudes toward financing purchases, 2023

• BNPL adoption has grown, with retailers still leading
Figure 32: Attitudes toward financing purchases by year, 2021
vs 2023

• Gen Z hesitant to use BNPL on large purchases
Figure 33: Attitudes toward financing purchases, by
generation, 2023

• One in three consumers have their credit card stored in their
phone
Figure 34: Mobile payment behaviors, 2023

• Rise in digital payments boosts social media as a P2P
channel
Figure 35: Mobile payment behaviors by year, 2019-23

PAYMENT PREFERENCE BY PURCHASE TYPE

ATTITUDES TOWARD FINANCING OPTIONS

MOBILE PAYMENT BEHAVIORS
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• Ease of use of smartphone payments allow cash to be a
backup
Figure 36: Attitudes toward smartphone payments and cash,
2021 vs 2023

• Higher-income consumers have charged more purchases in
the past year
Figure 37: Credit card and debit card usage, by household
income, 2023

• Two in three Millennials have cards for specific categories
Figure 38: Use of different credit cards for different purchase
categories, by generations, 2023

• Parents used cards and BNPL more to cope with price
environment
Figure 39: Use of credit cards, debit cards, and BNPL, by
parental status, 2023

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Marketing creative
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

ATTITUDES TOWARD PAYMENTS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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